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Rossby Wave Activity in a Two-Dimensional Model: 
Closure for Wave Driving and Meridional Eddy Diffusivity 

MATTHEW H. HITCHMAN 

N• C•n• Ior Atmospheric R•seareh, Bo•d•r• 

GuY B•Ass•u• 

B•m Instigre .•or $pa•e Aeronomy, Brussels, Belt'urn 

A parameterization of the effects of Rossby waves in the middle atmosphere is proposed for 
use in two-dimensional models. By adding an equation for conservation of Rossby wave activity, 
closure is obtained for the meridional eddy fluxes and body force due to Rossby waves. Rossby 
wave activity is produced in a climatological fashion at the tropopause, is advected by a group 
velocity which is determined solely by model zonal winds, and is absorbed where it converges. 
Absorption of Rossby wave activity causes both an easterly torque and an irreversible mixing 
of potential vorticity, represented by the meridional eddy diffusivity, Kyy. The distribution of 
Rossby wave driving determines the distribution of Ky•, which is applied to all of the chemical 
constituent. This provides a self-consistent coupling of the wave activity with the winds, tracer 
distributions, and the radiative field. Typical winter stratospheric values for K• of 2 x 106 m 2 
s -1 are obtained. Poleward tracer advection is enhanced and meridional tracer gradients are 
reduced where Rossby wave activity is al•orbed in the model. 

1. IN?RODUC?•ON 

Two-dimensional models are being used extensively in 
attempts to understand a variety of phenomena, including 
the effect of trace gases on the distributions of ozone and 
temperature. The chief advantage over one-dimensional 
photochemical models is their ability to represent the 
effects of dynamics in redistributing constituents in the 
latitude-height plane. In the middle atmosphere, mean 
meridional circulations and irreversible mixing are caused 
primarily by wave absorption. The eddies which are re- 
sponsible for these zonal mean dynamical effects are ei- 
ther small-scale (gravity waves) or fundamentally three- 
dimensional (Rossby waves). Only zonal mean variables 
are calculated in two-dimensional models. Yet eddy flux 
convergence terms appear in the zonal mean equations. 
This presents a closure problem. In the real atmosphere, 
gravity wave and Rossby wave absorption will vary with 
latitude, altitude, and time, in accordance with variations 
in wave generation and, primarily, variations in back- 
ground winds. Thus it is highly desirable to capture the 
interactive nature of the wav• and zonal mean flow in a 

two-dimensional model through a reasonable parameteri- 
zation. 

All closure methods require the use of auxilllary in- 
formation. One strategy is simply to specify a merid- 
ional circulation and constant eddy mixing coefficients. 
Since the zonal mean equations are coupled, it is desir- 
able at least to have self-consistent meridional circula- 

tions and eddy mixing coefficients. For self-consistency, 
eddy forcing and heating rates must be calculated from 
the same data or the same model variables. Mixing co- 
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efficients may be derived from three-dimensional general 
circulation model (GCM) calculations [Kida, 1983; PIum• 
• M•Mm•, 1987], or from Lagrangian mode• employ- 
ing satellite-derived winds [L•i•, 1987], and subsequently 
used in a twodimensional model. However, the mean 
state of a twodimensional model may be rather different 
than that of a GCM or of the real world at a particular 
time, making it di•cult to maintain self-consistency. For 
•ssby waves, obse•ations have been used in a c•ma- 
tological specification of the meridional eddy diffusivity, 
Kyy [Ngwma• et •., 1986, 1988]. J•c•m• et •. [1988] 
employed obse•ationaUy based Kyys and meridional cir- 
culations estimated from the same data to obtain se•- 

cons•tent estimates of N•O distributions in their tw• 
dimensional model. Gray a•d Py& [1987] have studied the 
equatorial stratopause semiannual oscillation with a tw• 
dimensional model, wherein Rossby wave driving • spec- 
ified climatologica•y and its effects on the mean mertd- 
ional circulation are included. A different self-consistent 

approach was devised by • [1987] which requires only 
obse•ed temperatures and ozone • input. Heating rates 
are calculated, yielding the meridional circulation. The 
zonal mean equations are solved for the distribution of 
wave driving• which then gives the distributions of Kyy. 

The tw•d•ensional mode• of Garcia and Solomon 

[1985], G,a• and P•Ie [1987], and Brasscur and H•c•ma, 
[1•87] include the impotent e•ects of gr•vi• w•ve break- 
ing. They m•ke use of the L•e• [1•81] •nd Ho•o• 
[1•8•] p•r•me•efis•fion, which provides the gr•vi• w•ve 
driving contribution to the mefidional circulation •nd • 
determination of the vertkal eddy diffusivity, K•. Here 
we propose • method, b•ed on the principle of conseda- 
tion of w•ve •tivi•y, which allows •n •te•tive dererroL 
n•tion of the effects of •ssby w•ves in the presence of 
•n evolving b•k•ound state. 

Schoeberl and Strobel [1978] made an early closure at- 
tempt for •tation• Ro•by wav• by •olving a •eparate 
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planetary wave structure equation for geopotential, simi- 
lar to that studied for a fixed basic state by Sch0eberl and 
Geller [1977]. Unfortunately, the wave-mean flow scheme 
did not converge for typical observed wave amplitudes. 
The wave activity equation we have •lded to our model 
is simple and couples readily into the transformed Eu- 
lerian zonal mea• equations. The auxilliary information 
required for clo•ure is removed one step: a damping pro- 
file •ud a climatological •ource of Ro•sby wave activity 
must be specified. 

Our two-dimensional model, which is briefly described 
in section 2, is formulated in transformed Eulerian co- 
ordinatss, similar to the model of Garcia and Solomon 
[1985]. This allows a straightforward interpretation of the 
effects of wave• on the mean circulation. Several physi- 
cal processes •re hidden in assuming that fluxes can be 
represented by mixing coefficients and mean •radients. In 
section 2 we clarify what we intend to represent by Kvv 
and outline the method of deriving jr•v• from model vari- 
ables. In section 3 we describe the conservation equation 
for Rossby wave activity and the relations which deter- 
mine wave driving and eddy mixing based on wave ac- 
tivity flux convergence. Certain simplifying assumptions 
enable a group velocity to be calculated which depends 
ß olely on model zonal winds and latitude. Following a 
discussion of the numerical algorithm and the propaga- 
tion properties of wave activity in the model, diagrams of 
wave activity, wave driving, and meridional diffusivity are 
presented in section 4. The primary purpose of this paper 
is to describe the parameterization and underlying theory. 
Some initial results regarding the impact of this parame- 
terization on model dynamics and tracer distributions are 
presented in section 5. 

THEORETICAL BACKOROUND 

•.1 The BISA/NCAR Model 
This radiative-chemical-dynamical model was designed 

at the Belgian Institute for Space Aeronomy (BISA} and 
further developed at the National Center for Atmospheric 
Research (NCAR}. The model extends from 85øS to 85øN 
and the suff•ce to 85 km, with a •id spacing of $o 
in latitude and 1 km in altitude. As in the work by 
G•r½ia and Solomon [1083l, entropy and chemical species 
are advected by a residual (transformed Eulerian) mean 
meridional circulation in log-pressure coordinates, which is 
forced by spatial •radients in wave driving and radiative 
heating or cooling. The zonal mean thermodynamic 
ener•r, zonal momentum, mass continuity, and thermal 
wind equations are 

' 

• •7 • - (4) 
where the absolute vorticity is 

1 8 

co, • a• (½o, • •) 
tan • 

and the eddy flux terms are 

Do= p% •z po w'O' + •, .'O' (5) 

ZF = Fa + F,, + r• + F, + F• + r. (6) 

Variables are defined in the notation list. For the purposes 
of this study, we ignore the effects of Kelvin waves, tides, 
ion drag, and molecular diffusion. Wave driving by Rossby 
and •ravity waves is given by the divergence of wave 
ß ctivity flux: 

Fa + F• = Po a co, •b 
where 

.'s' - Fz=po a ½o• • 

In (5) and (8) •ravity wave driving primarily involves ver- 
tical fluxes, while Rossby wave driving is primarily iden- 
tiffable with meridional fluxes. In the quasi-geostrophic 
version of (8), applicable to extratropical Rossby waves, 
the terms involving u-, and w' are ignored, and •: f. 

The zonal wind equation (2) is not solved explicitly 
in the model. Instead, the strate•r is to determine the 
residual circulation, to integrate the temperature equation 
in time, then to calculate new zonal winds via the 
thermal wind equation (4). Equations (1)-(4) can be 
combined to give a diagnostic equation for the residual 
mean meridional stream function: 

82X 8X 82X 

+cvax + = 
where the coe•cients on the le•-hand •ide of (9) are 
functions of U •d 8, the circulation M re•ted to the 
stream hnction by 

•. _-- I I • (POX) (104) co• • po 8z 

_, 1 8X 
•o ---- --- (10b) 

co• • 8V 

and the forcing term is 

Clr ---- ••(•- De) + ! (EF) (11) 
[Gaec/a and Solotoo% 1983]. Given the forcing term, 
previous values of T and U, and the boundary conditions 
X = 0 at the poles (•*----0), 8X/OZ = 0 at the top, 
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and a specified lower boundary condition, the meridional 
circulation is obtained. Then the distributions of potential 
temperature and chemical constituents are updated from 
(1) a•d 

8--•+ •-• +•*•-•z = S. + D. (12) 
where N ls the mass mixing ratio of a particular tracer, 
ß nd the eddy fiux convergence terms are 

Equations (1) and (12) are solved with an implicit time 
integration scheme, using an alternating direction method 
[Carnahan et al., 1969]. We use a 15-day time step, which 
allows for inexpensive multiyear integrations. 

Note that the transformation 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of a northward parcel excursion across 
a tracer gradient in the presence of a planetary Rossby wave. 
Along path I the parcel mixing ratio does not change. Along path 
2 the parcel equilibrates completely to local values and loses its 
identity. In either limit there is no net flux. A flux occurs'for any 
intermediate path, where advection and mixing have comparable 
time scales. 

+ p-Tz po -•-,j (14a) 

• •ymme•ric with respec• •o eddy velocity: only • a• 
pears. With •his •ransformafion, potential temperature 
• affected only by vertical gr•ien•s of eddy t=es (5). 
The second two •erms in D• (13) arise from •his •rans- 
formation, a minor comp•ca•ion which is offset by the 
conceptual simplicity of regarding •*, hence meridional 
•vection, • being directly proportional •o wave driving. 
De is gener•ly small, except in the mesosphere, where 
•avity w•ve breaking le•s •o a significan• downward 
heg• fi• [Co• •ng •'tt•, 1988]. 

To close (1)-(4) and (12) we need •, FR, F•, •'•', w'•', 
v• •, •d w• •. • may be cakula•ed in •wo ways: f• 
or •cur•te. For •he purpos• of •h• s•udy, we u• •he 
f•t •gori•hm. IR •r•sfer • approximated by a New• 
nian rel•afion toward a seconaVy varying c•ma•ological 
•emperature cr•s s•tion, while the parame•erisation of 
Schoeberi and Strobel [1978] is used for insolation abso• 

eddy fiux• •e repre•nt• in te•s of eddy diffusivities 
and mean •dients. The bre•g •avi• wave param- 
eteri, ation of Linde, [1•1] •d Holton [19S2] i, used, 
together with model son• winds to determine the d•trL 
bution of wave driving, Fe, •d radical eddy dlffusivi•, 
K,,, due to •avlty waves. A d•cription of this p• 
r•meterisation and it, effects in the B•A/NCAR model 
b given by B•eu• a,d Hitchma, [1987]. • •nologous 
parameterisation of Fa and Kyy, wave driving and merid- 
ional eddy diffusivi• due to Ro•by waves, is proposed in 
s•tion 3. 

•.• Mizing Length Theo• 

A common method for treating the eddy fluxes in (5) 
and (13) is to parameterize them in ter• of b•kground 
•ients and mk•g coefficients. Although Hnear mk•g 
len•h theo• has clear Hmitations, it can shed light on 

the physical mechanisms involved. Some of the following 
ideas are also discussed by Garcia and Solomon [1983] 
and Smith et al. [1988]. Turbulent mixing, photochemical 
effects, and wave growth and decay can each give rise 
to a tracer flux. For clarity, we consider the meridional 
flux alone. Figure 1 shows a situation where • increases 
northward linearly. In the presence of a wave, parcels will 
oscillate meridionally. Consider a parcel of air, smaller 
than the scale of wave variation, which is in equilibrium 
with its environment: N' = 0. If it is displaced northward, 
in the absence of dissipation it will move along path 1. 
The value of N in the parcel will not change, but relative 
to its zonal mean environment, N'=-r/' •,, where r/' 
is the meridional displacement. If wave amplitudes are 
too large, parcels will range across a region where the 
variation in • is not simply linear and this representation 
for N' is no longer valid. The use of diffusion coefficients 
derived from linear mixing length theory is strictly valid 
only for small-amplitude waves. 

Photochemical processes are likely to cause a parcel to 
become more like its environment, so that a northward 
displaced parcel will lie between paths 1 and 2. This 
would also be the case for parcel dilution by turbulent 
mixing. The linearized eddy tracer equation for horizontal 
motions is 

at + • • + a•: rm r• (15) 
where rm is a mechanical mixing time scale arising from 
turbulence and is considered to apply to all constituents 
equally, and r• is a relaxation time scale arising from 
air parcels traveling through an environment with vary- 
ing photochemical equilibrium values and is specific to 
the particular constituent. For plane waves that can 
propagate or change amplitude, N' ' where , r/ ~ expid, 
8 = k(z - ct) and c = cr + ici. With this assumption, 
a/at-t-•(a/az)-• i/ra+ 1/r e, where ra is an advective 
time scale and r e is a wave growth time scale. Equation 
(15) then becomes 
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• • +•aa +-- ----- + •/ /•v hence hereafter consider only the case where r a 
For quasi-geostrophic Rossby waves the meridion•l flux of 

ß h. •omp•.• •o••. of •' i. •'* = [(•/to + •/•),']* .dd• potential vorticity i, proportional to the divergence 
= (1/r a -- i/r•),'*. Since ,','* = I,'[ • • ,• and of quui-geo,trophic Eliusen-Pa• flux, or EP flux: 

•o a coa• 

•'•': _ [•/r• + •/r•] [•/rm + •/r a + •/re] • • [•on et •., •80]. Oa t•e t•me •e of ß 
[(•/rm + •/r a + •/re) g + •/r•] g (•T) •'• • O, aa•e• t•ete • mec•a•c&• ot t•t•ve 

Consider (17) • applying to q•, with r a = •, and define 
The flux wm be sero, unless there are parcel displ• a m•ing coefficient for q•: 
ments •ro• a b•k•ound •ient (1 • •.o • • 0). Th• 

(17) b, ,sra,a -- ß q% 
coefficient: K•. An •dy flux divergence thus takes the 
fore of diffusion of the zonal mean quantity. Three l•its [e.g., Newman et d., 1986], where 

ß r, ,xmi,a for im, (17). + lnl 1. For ste•y waves (r a • •) and no photochemical K•v = - 
1 + + 

•d rq is the r•iative relation t•e relevant to q•. 

-r• + r• •,o •v (18) Combining (20) and (21), 
The coefficient of •v in (18) is a neutral m•ing coefficient, K•v = - •' •q (23) 
which apples to aH tr•ers. This results from taking po • co• • q• 
of air down to ve• small scal•. In the absence of The d•sipative processes responsible for •ssby wave 
turbulence (rm • •) or in the presence of ve• f•t driving are a•o responsible for irreversible mixing of 
turbulence (rm • ra), v• • = 0, and there • no flux. potential vorticity. If •-• can be detemined from 
With no turbulence an air parcel maintains its original a consedation equation for wave •tivity, then •v is 
property, moving along path I through a wave (Fibre known. 
1). No exchange with the environment occur, so there is If r, • rq for a particular tracer then K•v can be us• 
no flux. With extremely rapid mixing, a parcel wi• lose in (12) for that tr•er. h a •ssby wave surf zone, 
its identity before gettMg ve• far, moving along path 2. h small, so that limit 1 obtains, and K• • K•v. For 
With • = 0 always, there can be no flux. It can e•ily rm • rq, r,, limit 2 obtains, and a ratio can be formed: 
be shown that the neutral mking coefficient, hence the 
downgr•ient flux, • largest when ra = rm. 
2. For stead• waves and no turbulent mixins, (lS) K• = •v r. r• +r• (•4) 

M obtained, but with r, replying rm. The coefficient rq r• + r• 
of •v in this c•e •counts for a redistribution of tr•er K• and K•v will both be smart in the situation where 
• via photochemical effects. It is not app•cable to other •vective and rel•ation time scales are not similar, by 
tr•e•, unless they have similar photochemical properties. previous reasoning, so differences between them will not 
For potential vorticity, r, • a r•iative decay time be important. If ra • r•, then 
scale. It is possible to have a fi• of potential vorticity 

•socia•ed wi•h r•i,five dampins, ,nd ,ero flux for ,n K• = K• r• + r• iner• constituent. H r, = •, parce• do no• relax •o •heir 
new environmen• and move alon• path 1; •here is no flux. H r, differs from r• by less •han a favor of 2, •hen 
If r. = 0, parce• equilibra•e •o •heir local environmen• so K• • K•v. • •h• paper we •sume •ha• K•v and 
rapidly •ha• •= 0 always (path 2), and •here is no flux. apply •o a• •r•ers equa•y. For some constituents •his 
Bu• • r, • r•, •here can be a ne• flux due •o parce• may no• be a •ood appro•ma•ion. 
•ravelin• •hrou•h a va•in• photochemical re•ime• even In seekin• •o represen• entropy and •r•er flux con- 
wi•h no •urbulen• parcel dispersion or wave •owth. This ver•ences in •he la•i•ud•hei•ht plane by diffusion, 
• •he s•called photochemical eddy •ranspor•. convenient if w• can •ume •ha• the e•ptici•y of air 

3. In the absence of •urbulence or photochemical effects parcel •rajec•ories is sma•. Th• le•s •o a conceptual 
(rm, r• • •), wave •fivity en•erin• or leavin• a re•ion simplicity in which vertical mkin• is interpreted • bein• 
can cause a •empora• flux: due •o •ravi•y waves and meridional mk• •o •by 

waves. •hou•h parcel •rajec•ories •hrou•h •ssby waves 
v'p'=--• !• •v (19) are elUptical [Wdlace, 1978] Jackman et •. [1988] present r a 2 ' 

evidence which suggests •ha• •erms •volvin• w• • and 
Dur• wave •ow•h (r• > 0) •he fi• is down•r•ien•. • contribute less •h• 10• •o fi•es of N•O in a •w• 
Dur•s wave decay (r• < 0) •he fi• • upsr•ien•. dimension• model. See •ita •t •. [1988] for a discu• 
Integrated over •he •ransi• time of a wave p•ke• •hrou•h sion of •he relative •portance of the• K• te•s for 
a re•ion •here is no ne• flux. other tr•e• H we •sume that w• • • 0 • • then 

We •e interested • esfima•ins •r•er fluxes for •ime •'•'•-Kpp • •d w'•'•-K,, •,. • •ha• ca•, 
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and (13) simplify to 

and 

(26) 

I 0 

•o 

dispersion relation is 

where 

k 

and 

fø2 ( + 4-•-•) K 2 = k2 + 12 + • m 2 1 

-- coa • Kvv •z I 0 ocvv co.+Or q%=P-uvv foffi 

(Xb) 

(31c) 

Since Rossby wave motions are primarily meridional, [Holton, 1980]. In (31), fo----2flsin 
whereas gravity waves have a very limited meridional ex- and k = k*/(a ½os •o)= constant, while I and m are 
tent, we make the simplifying, but compatible, assump- expected to vary with E and •-•. The group speeds are 
tion that in (26) and (27) Ks, is due entirely to gravity 
wave absorption and Kvv is due entirely to Rossby wave 
absorption. 

3. RossBY WAvE ACTIVITY and GROUP VELOCITY 

Rossby wave activity is conserved unless there is wave 
generation or dissipation: 

O• 21k* 

Gy =-•-= a cos •o K 4 q-Y (32a) 

O u• 2ink* f o 2 
Gz =Om = a cos (•o K 4 q-Y N 2 (32b) 

When Rossby wave •ctivity extends over a broad range 
OA 

a--[ +9./•=D 
[Edmon et al., 1080]. F_,quation .•28) is the generalized 
Eliassen-Palm relation, in which F represents the trans- 
port of wave activity. A group velocity for Rossby waves 
can be defined if wave amplitude, zonal wind, density, 
and dissipation are assumed to vary much more slowly 
in space and time than the phase of an individual wave. 
In this slowly varying theory, or WKBJ approximation, 
F = GA. One choice for the definition of Rossby wave 
activity, 

in latitude, these relations are less valid. In particular, 
(28) should not be independent of latitude on a sphere for 

discrete value of k*. 

On the sphere, f = 2 f} sin •b, $ = (2fl/a) cos 
k = k*/(a cos •), and the dispersion relation is 

where 

cos 4 a cos 4 L2 qv (33a) 

L• n(n + 1) f2 = a2 + • (m2+ 4-•2 ) (33b) 
I 2 

.o 

has units of kg m -1 s -1 which allows the relationship to 
the Eliassen-Palm flux components (8) to be dimensionally 
correct: 

Fy = G,A, Fz = GzA, 

' - cos •Oy'--- • ' Oz '-' '--' 

(29) [Haurwitz, 1940]. Although n actually takes on discrete 
values, relations analogous to (32) for the sphere may be 
defined from 

(2n + 1)s _ 
cos •b L 4 q" (34a) 

Om a cos •b L 4 qY 1V a (34b) 
In comparing (31) with (33) and (32) with (34), the main 

Andrews [1987] gives a detailed discussion of the various difference for the sphere is simply •b • constant. This 
forms of A. If we can determine •-• and D, then supports the strategy of examining the propsgstion of 
the solution to (28) provides F• for use in (9). If • plane waves on the sphere [e.g., Butchart et al., 1982]. For 
is sssumed to be quasi-geostrophic, then K•q= is known cslculstions on the sphere, it is sppropriate to retsin the 
through (23). D will be described in section 4. Linear dependence of f on sin •b, of • on cos •b, and of the 
quasi-geostrophic theory provides an expression for (•. zonal wave scale on cos • for the group velocity. It is 
The remainder of this section deals with the determination known from observations that Gz/G= decreases toward 
of •. the equstor as ß result of decreasing f [e.g., Hitchman et 

We seek ß representation of the group velocity which a/., 1987]. Hogking et al. [1977] discuss the importance of 
captures the essential physics of wave activity propagation retaining the latitudinal dependence of • when studying 
on ß sphere but depends only on •(•/, z) and lstitude. energy propagation on a sphere. Hereafter, we use the 
It is interesting to compare the group velocity derived formulae derived for the beta-plane, (31) and (32), but 
for plane waves on a mid latitude beta-plane with that allow • to vary. 
on ß sphere. It can be shown that for undamped Equation (31) describes the basic structure of a Rossby 
qussi-geostrophic planetary wsves on a bets-plane, the wave. In addition, the meridional and vertical wave 
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numbers for each zonal wave number can change following 
the group velocity through shear. This allows for the 
possibility of poleward refraction. Remembering that 
• = •(/, m, •/, z), the conservation of wave crests 
relations can be derived: 

dl 

where d/dt = •/Ot + •. • in the latitude-height plane 
[Lighthill, 1978]. Here we have neglected terms involving 
second-order derivatives of q. One could perform ray- 
tracing calculations where I and m are integrated following 
the group velocity from source locations, adjusting the 
group velocity according to new values of I and m along 
the paths. O'Neill and Youngblur [1982] describe some ray- 
tracing calculations for Rossby waves. The group velocity 
is only defined along rays, which may not fill out the 
space of interest. Ray tracing is not well suited to our 
appUcation, since we need (• at all points on the model 
grid. We seek approximations to (32) and ([35) such that 
G can be calculated simultaneously at all grid points, 
while retaining most of the properties of the exact group 
velocity. 

Most Rossby waves in the middle atmosphere are quasi- 
stationary. For • • 0, (31a) reduces to 

= 

and the group speeds {32) become 

2lk• 2 
= (37,) 

qv 

- N2 (a7) 
Since the wave forcing is slowly varying, it is reuonable 
to assume that 3l/3t and am/or are small in (35). If we 
further assume that I varies more rapidly in latitude than 
in altitude, while m varies more rapidly in altitude, then 
(35) may be integrated from reference values (indicated 
by tilde) to obtain 

m=,h- 

We choo• I = • at • for aU altitudes and m = • at • 
for aU latitudes. 

FinsHy, reference group •peed• are define- 

(38a) 

G, = T G, (a0b) 

From (a7) and (a9), ratios are formed, yielding formulae 
which depend only on K and 

(40a) 

(ob) 

At esch time, I •md m are determined as complete fields 
by Integrsting (38), using fields of G# •ud G, from the 
previous time step, then comput•g • •om (40). Thus 
the •oup velocity in (28) depends solely on •titude •d 
the yawing distribution of model zonal winds. We take • 
to be constant. Without this separate dependence of I on 
u• and m on u• provided by (38), Gz/Gy = (m/l)(f/N) 2 
would have depended only on latitude. 

•uations (28), (38), and (40) describe the propagation 
of Rossby wave •tivity on a sphere under the •sum• 
tions that the b•k•ound state is slowly v•ing •d 
that the waves are qu•i-stationa• and qu•i-geostrophic. 
This WKBJ appro•h e•entiaHy treats a Ro•by wave • 
a continuous field of p•icles having the loc• attribute 
of wave •tivi•. Although some of the simpBfying • 
sumptions mentioned earBer may not apply • ce•ain 
situations, this fo•ulation shows us to m•e a re,on- 
able estimate of •. • which v•ies with • in accordance 
with th•. The method is le• vaBd appro•hing a low- 
latitude critical line, (E = 0 in th• c•e), where IGul sets 
sma• and •J• Kets larKe. 

4. NoM•m½.• ALGORITHM 

Equation (28) is solved in the domain 85øS- 85øN, 
15-85 km, with a grid spacing of 5 ø x 1 km, to obtain 
A(•t, z, t). At present, wave generation is represented as 
a bottom boundary condition on A at 15 kin. Baldwin 
½t al. [1985], Shiotani [1986], and Ra, del [1987] provide 
u•ful climatologies of EP fluxes near the tropopause. 
estimate of wave activity at 15 km can be obtained by 
dividing the obse•ed values of F, by •,. Fibre 2 shows 
the seconal and latitud•al variation of A at 15 km 

used in the model runs, • analytic representation of the 
obse•ed c•matolo• for k* = 1. V•ues of A •e t•en 
to be largest near 55øN, Janua• 1 (•14), with seconda• 
m•ima near $$øS, September 1 (•5) and May 1 (•3), 
units of 10 • k[ m -• a -•. Note the c•atolo[ical relative 
m•um in winter in the southern hemisphere 

Specification of wave dissipation • more difficult. Di• 
aipation due to r•iative transfer is f•rly well under- 
stood. Mech•ical dampini of Ro•bF wave •tiviW can 
be caused bF turbulence •i•in[ from a varieW of pr• 
ce•es. Althou[h it • possible for breakin[ •aviW w•v• 
to •pU• a •ssby wave [Mip•ara et •., 19861, it seems 
Bkely that they wouM most oKen have a draping eff•t. 
BreWing of the •by wav• them•lv• [Mclntpre and 
P•mer, 1984] wffi le• to •cre•d m•hanicM •d r• 
didtire dmp•g. Di•ipation due to radiative proces• 
•d to bre•g •avi• wav• should increde with 
titude. Di•ipation due to •by wave bre•hg should 
be l•gest • the %u• zone,' where •v • 0. S•ce it is 
difficult to know the d•tribution of mechanical d•phg 
with celerity, we employ a simple representation of di• 
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(28) is solved with an implicit time integration scheme, 
using an alternating direction method. Equations (38) 
and (40) are iterated 10 times for each 15-day time step 
with fixed •. With the 15-day time step, it is possible to 
multiply the envelope in Figure 2 by a random number 
at each time, yielding a 'stochastic' Rossby wave forcing 
pattern that somewhat approximates natural Rossby wave 
variability. Only results from the 'continuous • forcing 
will be presented. The values of A shown in Figure 2 
constitute the bottom boundary condition. The upper 
boundary condition is A = 0, while •A/•/ = 0 at the 
poles. The conditions A = 0 and V. F = 0 were also tried 
at the poles. Nevertheless, all methods yielded a region 
where •. • > 0 near the the poles. The cause of this 
may be that we require A _• 0 at all points, and errors 
in finite differencing introduce extra wave activity at the 

Fig. 2. Time-latitude section of Rossby wave activity at 15 km. pole when the group velocity is equatorward. In (9) and This analytic fit to observed climatology is contoured with an 
interval of 2 x 106 kg m -x s -x, beginning at 1 x 106 kg m-Xs -x. (23) we also set •. • = 0 if it exceeds zero. 

sipation that increases with altitude and with the amount 
of wave activity: D =-c•(z) A, where 

Background values of K• are set to be 3 x 105 m 2 
s -1 which is representative of typical low values derived 
from observations during relatively undisturbed times 
[Ne•vman etal., 1986, 1988; L•ljak, 1987]. The present 
parameterization of the variable portion of K• is our 
best estimate of mixing by quasi-stationary planetary scale 

c•(z) = 0.7 + 0.6 tach [(z - 50)] (41) Rossby wave one excl•ed in the mid-latitude troposphere. 15 The background nonzero Kyy is intended to encompass 
and z in kilometers gives c• in per day. The damping taming processes arising •om other phenomena, such 
time scale i8 9 days at 15 km and 1 day at 60 kin. inerti•gravity waves and trave•ng •88by waves. 

Before showing the structure of the wave •tivity, it 
This •ne•r .damping par•meterlsation i8 compatible M n•essa• to point out that a single coherent •ssby with obze•tions, in the sense that wave activiW i8 

absorbed where it •cumulate8. However, •88by wave wave may fill a 8p•e in which the mean flow varies 
break•g ls a nonBne•r process. Su• zones can be considerably. i.e., the WKBJ approximation may not 
partially reflecting. Mcintyre [1987] pointed out that be valid. It h• been found in other studies, however, 
nonenear self-tuning resonant effect8 can influence where that WKBJ group velocities are rexonahie to use in 

this situation, provided the background flow values are w•ve activity will •cumulate. • theo• develops, it may 
be appropriate to t• to model the feedb•k nature of smoothed considerably. This i8 in keeping with the 
•esby wave absorption in the presence of a 8u• zone. ide• that large coherent wave8 •eel • a spatially averaged 

To establish the •oup velocity, (38) and (40) require b•kground state. For example, in calculating teleseismic 
reference values. •ference locations are chosen to be tsunami ray paths, Woo& and Okal [1987] smoothed group 
• = 15 km and • = 55 ø in each hemisphere. Reference velocities in accordance with a typical wavelength of 300 
•oup speeds are •y = 3.5 m s -• and •, = 0.027 m km. • comparing obse•ed Kelvin waves with the tw• 
s -1, which were estimated from (32) and observed length dimensional WKBJ dispersion relation governing internal 
scales [Hitchman etal., 1987]. We study qu•i-stationa• gravity waves, Hitchman and Leov• [1988] found good 
•laneta• wave one: w = 0 and k* = 1, which defines agreement for relatively short waves and an improved 
k = k*/(a cos •). Quasi-stationa• k* = 1 is obse•ed agreement for tall waves when a vertical mean • w• used 

:•"• • • • = :• the dispersion relation. Presently, to be the dominant planeta• •ssby wave in the middle 1 1 1 

atmosphere, although there are t•es when a traveling we smooth K with a •-•-• filter, so that it varies 
k* = 2 dominates in the southern hemisphere [Randel, more slowly than wave ph•e in mid-latitudes, prior to 
1987; Geller and Wu, 1987]. The value of m ls found use in (38) and (40). 

Figure 3 shows latitudeheight sections of temperature 
by integrating (38b) upward from i, where • = 2r/(30 and zonal wind (unsmoothed) on December 20 after 4.S 
km). Here I is found separately in e•h hemisphere by yean of model integration. Below 12 km we use fixM 
integrating polewar• and equato•ard from • in each monthly mean temperatures from the climatolo• corn- 
hemisphere, where/= 2r /(180 ø latitude). In the piled by Randel [1987]. Use of the tropospheric tern- 
southern hemisphere • is positive and • the northern perature climatolo• s•ghtly increded lower stratospheric 
hemisphere I • negative. Re•onable •mits on m are set w•ds, f•i•tating the upward transport of wave •tivity. 
to be 2r/(30 kin) and 2r/(200 kin). Limits on I are The temperatures and son• winds in Fibre 3 are similar 
2•/(30 ø) and 2•/(180ø). In (40), • = (2•/•) cos •, to observed so,rice conditions [Boalie and Randel, 19861. 
• = 2fi zia •, and 2 = 20 m s -• (corresponding to K Zon• winds are smoothed in latitude and height for use 
at $, •). In the algorithm, 0 = 0, if • < 0. Here • is in solving (28). 
constrained to be at le•t • large • •/2 to avoid wave •om (38) one expects that m will decrede upward 
•tivi• growth by barotropic instability. •to the winter westerBes, then increde above the jet 

As with the temperature and constituent equations, m•imum, and that •l• will increde equatorward toward 
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Fig. $. Latitude-height sectiorm on December 2g after 4.5 year• of 
model integration of zonal mean (a) •emperature, contour interval 
10 K, and (b) zonal wind, contour interval 10 m s -l. 

the zero wind line. This is verified in Figure 4. The 
meridional wavelength is smallest at low latitudes (Figure 
4a). The vertical wavelength is largest in the westerly 
jet (Figure 4b). This may be relevant to the observation 
that Rossby waves in the middle atmosphere generally tilt 
less with height than those in the troposphere. Although 
I is solved for separately in the two hemispheres, I is 
smoothly negative in the equatorial lower mesosphere. In 
(40) this allows for cross-equatorial propagation in cases 
where there are equatorial mesospheric westerlies (not 
shown). It can be seen in Figure 4 that the WKBJ 
relations (38) give a more rapid variation of wavelengths 
than is physicaily reasonable, even with highly smoothed 
winds, necessitating the use of reasonable limits on wave 

Sections of Gs •nd G, are shown in Figure 5. Here 
[(•[ tends to increase toward the pole because of the ge- 
ometrical convergence factors embodied in k oc (cos •)-1 
end •# oc co, + in (37). The Idl a•o tends to be large 
in the westerly jet and decreases toward the critical line, 
this effect being represented by •2 in (37). Typical win- 
ter values are (•# = 20 ø day -1 toward the equator and 
G, = 4 km day -1 upward. 

Rossby wave •ctivity wells up out of the troposphere, 
filling out the westerlies, being absorbed as it propagates 
(Figure 6a). The EP flux arrows turn strongly equator- 
ward below the jet at this time (Figure 6b). This pattern 
is similar to that for certain weeks during the Limb In- 
frared Monitor of the Stratosphere (LIMS) data record. 
It is also similar to results obtained by Robir•on [1986], 
who diagnosed a linear wave model for zonal wave two us- 
ing the group velocity concept. The strongest absorption 

occurred in the mid-latitude middle stratosphere at this 
time, with a maximum easterly torque of 7 m s-1 day-1 
(Figure 6b). Irreversible mixing is strongest where waves 
are being absorbed. A typical magnitude for K## in the 
region of wave absorption is 2 x 106 m 2 s -1 (Figure 6½). 

The variation in distributions of K## with season and 
with method of calculation is rather large. œ•ja• [1987] 
calculated parcel dispersion using a Lagranglan •lvection 
algorithm with LIMS three-dimensional winds and found 
K## to be largest in a broad region centered near 5 mbar 
and 30 ø in the winter hemisphere. Newman et al. [1986, 
1988] used 4 years of National Meteorological Center data, 
together with (21), and found largest K## values at a 
higher altitude, near 1 mbar. Negative regions can occur 
with both of these methods. Plumb and Mahlm, an [1987] 
used output from the SKYHI general circulation model 
and found that the largest values occurred at the model 
zero wind line. We feel that our results are compatible 
with previous estimates based on observations. LIMS 
observations show that wave absorption is largest about 
20 ø poleward of the zero wind line [Hii½hman ei a]., 1987]. 
The contention that Kv# is largest where wave absorption 
is largest is compatible with the SKYHI results if waves 
in the SKYHI model are absorbed most strongly near the 
model zero wind line. 

Distributions of V-F and K## are quite sensitive to 
the distribution of •. Robineon [1986], with insight gained 
from control through the invertibility principle, deter- 
mined that in his linear wave model, small changes in 

the zonal wind field induced by the isentropic reaTrange- 
ment of potential vorticity resulted in significant changes 
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meridional group speed, contour interval 5 ø latitude day -I and 
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in the distribution of wave activity. We are in the process 
of fully exploring the sensitivity of our parameterization. 
The response is linear in tropospheric forcing, is not very 
sensitive to •(z), but can vary considerably with changes 
in •(y, z). The example in Figure 7 illustrates the sen- 
sitivity to •. On February 27, during the fifth year of 
model integration, the westerly jet was displaced pole- 
ward relative to that on December 29 (compare Figures 
7a and 3a). Wave activity penetrated to higher altitudes 
in February, being absorbed primarily in the lower meso- 
sphere (Figure ?b). The elevated region of large Kyy 
(Figure ?c) is very similar to the results of Newman et •. 
[1988]. 

In Figures 4-7 we show values below 15 km altitude, al- 
though they are not used in the present model. Currently, 
the tropospheric stream function is fixed. Thus the tropo- 
sphere is not interactive. This strongly affects results near 
the tropopause. In the real troposphere many processes 
contribute to equatorial upwelling and polar sinking, in- 
cluding Rossby wave driving. A future version of the 
model will allow a portion of the tropospheric circula- 
tion to vary consistently with Rossby wave driving in the 
middle atmosphere. 

5. INFLUENCE on MEXN FLow and CONSTITUENTS 

We now compare results for two model runs with 
identical physics, except that in run 1 the Rossby wave 
parameterisation was turned off. Both runs include the 
constant background value of Ky# and the interactive 
gravity wave parameterisation. Run 2 includes F/•, which 
can alter (•*,•*), hence • and K, and includes the 
variable part of K##, which leads to greater mixing. 

Figure 8a shows the stream function on December 29 
for run 2. One can see the mesospheric summer to winter 
flow driven by gravity waves [cf. Br•aeur and Hitchman 
1087] as well as the stratospheric low-latitude ascent, 
poleward flow, and descent over the poles. In the current 
model the lower stratospheric circulation is controlled 
primarily by the specified tropospheric stream fu;•xction. 
The difference in X between the two runs (run 2 - run 
1) is shown in Figure 8b. l•.ossby wave absorption causes 
an easterly torque, which can be balanced by a poleward 
flow of high angular momentum air from low latitudes, 
far from the rotation axis. This pattern is essentially 
that obtainable from -•fV* = F.e and (3), modified by 
concomitant changes in heating rates due to dynamically 
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Fig. 6. As in Figure 3 on December 29 for k* = 1, except for (a) 
1og10 of Rossby wave activity, contour interval 1.0, (•) EP fluxes 
and body force per unit mus, contour interval 1 m s -l day-•, 
and (c) meridional eddy difFusivity, contour interval 5 x 10 • m 2 
s -•. The background value is 3 x 10 & m 2 s -•. In Figure 6• the 
components plotted are •s//•o and 143 x tv•/;o. The maximum 
vector length is 5.1 x 108 kg •-•. Values of ,4 below 15 km are 
set to the values at 15 kin. 
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Fig. 7. Latitude-height sections on February 27 for k* -- 1, 
after 4.5 years of model integration of zonal mean (a) zonal wind, 
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value is $ x 108 m 2 s -1 . In Figure 7b the components plotted are 
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induced temperature and ozone changes. An unfortunate 
consequence of the fixed tropospheric streamfunction is 
that the perturbed flow has a thin return stream near 15 
km (Figure 8b). 

Rossby wave absorption causes a warming of the polar 
lower stratosphere through induced descent (•7 K in this 
case, not shown). As one may infer from (4), the winter 
westerlies are reduced at high latitudes in run 2 relative 
to run 1. This alters the breaking levels for gravity 
waves, causing changes in Fg and Kzz, which, in turn, 
alter mesospheric tracer transport. The rich spectrum of 
feedbacks in the model will be described more completely 
elsewhere. 

Figure ga shows the distribution of model N20 for run 
2 on February 27. N20 is produced by life processes 
in the troposphere and is photodissociated at upper lev- 
els. In the lower stratosphere it is a relatively conserved 
species. As with the observed distribution, N20 con- 
centrations decrease upward and away from the equator. 
This is as expected for a tracer being advected by circu- 
lations similar to that in Figure 8a. N20 concentrations 
are relatively low near 50 km over the north pole. This 
is due to the gravity wave driven summer to winter cir- 
culation, which advects low values of N20 down over the 
winter pole. This descending region of low N20 values 
is "clipped • by enhanced meridional mixing associated 
with large Kyy values in the winter mid latitudes (Fig- 
ures 6½, 7½). Figure 9½ shows the percent difference in 
N20 concentration between runs 1 and 2 (run 2 - run 
1). As found by Jackman et al. [1988], locally enhanced 
meridional mixing causes a downgradient flux. N20 con- 
centrations are more than doubled near 10 mbar over 

the winter pole relative to run 1. During the southern 
spring the Rossby wave parameterization caused enhanced 
N20 values over the south pole, which were subsequently 
advected to higher altitudes, yielding larger N20 concen- 
trations in the south polar mesosphere relative to run 
1. 

Figure 10a shows the distribution of model ozone for 
run 2 on December 29. Ozone mixing ratios (not shown) 
decrease monotonically away from the tropical production 
region. Ozone concentration is useful for showing the 
relative contribution to total column amounts by each 
layer. Above 20 km a higher concentration of o•one 
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is found in the tropics, while below 20 km a higher 
concentration is found in the polar reservoirs, a product 
of transport processes. Figure 10b shows the percent 
changes in ozone concentration due to the Rossby wave 
parameterization. Again, meridional gradients are reduced 
where Kuu is enhanced. With more mixing (Figure 6½), 
polar ozone is increased above ,-,20 km and reduced below 
that level (Figure 10b). Rossby wave absorption causes 
enhanced advection of ozone poleward and downward 
(Figure 8b). The spurious return flow near 100 mbar 
contributes to ozone loss near 15 km. Because of higher 
ozone concentrations at lower altitudes, the column ozone 
amount at high latitudes actually decreased with increased 
Rossby wave absorption. This result has made it clear 
that (1) the variation of K## near the tropopause must be 
treated carefully, and (2) the tropospheric circulation must 
be allowed to change along with Rossby wave absorption 
in the middle atmosphere. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

By adding a single equation for conservation of Rossby 
wave activity to a system of zonal mean equations, one 
may close the system for Rossby wave driving and merid- 
tonal eddy fluxes in a manner that varies self-consistently 
with model zonal winds. While simple to calculate, the 
group velocity parameterization is fairly flexible in that 
varying degrees of poleward or equatorward refraction can 
occur. Although there are several simplifying assumptions 
underlying the group velocity representation, we believe 
that the feedback capability of this method may make it 
preferable to climatological specifications for many appli- 

cations. The differences between Figures 6 and 7 illustrate 
that with very similar wave generation and damping for 
the two times, wave driving can vary considerably with 
the changing zonal flow. 

A hypothesis underlying the applicability of wave activ- 
ity conservation to tracer mixing is that the same physics 
leading to wave absorption also lead to irreversible mix- 
ing. The method provides a means of estimating a spa. 
tially varying K## that can be applied to other tracers, 
provided the photochemical time scale is known for that 
tracer. At present, we are applying the same distribution 
of K## to all tracers. Smith et al. [1988] have obtained 
some interesting results for the photochemical transport of 
certain observed tracers. With climatological values of the 
upward flux of Rouby wave activity near the tropopanse, 
we obtain typical winter stratospheric values of ,-,2 x 
106 m 2 s -z. Given that the model gravity wave driven 
meridional circulation causes realistically strong downward 
tracer advection over the winter pole, substantial merid- 
tonal mixing is required to fiatten meridional gradients in 
the stratosphere to observed slopes. 

A useful application of this parameterization is in pro- 
viding a feedback for planetary wave effects in scenario 
calculations. Changes in radiatively active species can 
change the zonal wind structure, which affects the dis- 
tribution of wave-driven advection and mixing of these 
species. Since the physics of wave propagation are reason- 
ably represented, the model could be used to study past 
and future atmospheric structure. Bratscur and Hitchman 
[1988] studied the changes in the model due to increased 
chlorofiuorocarbons and carbon dioxide. They found that 
the latitudinal variation in column ozone changes due to 
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these anthropogenic trace gues depended on whether the 
Rossby wave parameterization was included. Interesting 
results for very large imposed ozone depletions in the 
NCAR Community Climate Model are reported by K{½hl 
and B0t•ll½ [1988] for perpetual January conditions. We 
hope that application of the concept of Rossby wave activ- 
ity will allow two-dimensional modelers to carry out multi- 
year integrations in investigating scenarios where changes 
•n the mean flow and wave driving may be substantial. 

NOTATION 

(), ( )' Eulerian zonal mean and deviation. 
( ) reference value. 

A Rossby wave activity. 
a radius of the Earth. 

C'F forcing term in stream function equation. 
c, at, ci zonal trace speed, real, and imaginary parts. 
FR, Fg body force per unit mass due to Rossby and 

gravity waves. 
Fv, F, components of the EP flux. 

D dissipation of wave activity. 
Do, D• flux convergence terms for entropy 

and tracer equations. 
f Coriolis parameter. 

Gv, G, meridional and vertical group speeds. 
H scale height. 

Kyy, K,, meridional and vertical eddy 
m•xing coefficients. 

k, l, m zonal, meridional, and vertical 
wave numbers. 

k* nondimensional zonal wave number. 

•r buoyancy frequency. 
a meridional index of Legendre polynomial. 
• heating rate for potential temperature. 
q quasi-geostrophic potential vorticity. 

qy northward gradient of basic state 
potential vorticity. 

R gas constant for dry air. 
$ source term. 

z zonal index of Legendre polynomial. 
T temperature. 

u, v, tv zonal, meridional, and vertical wind 
components. 

•* •* Eulerian mean residual circulation. 

c• damping rate. 
• northward gradient of planetary vorticity. 
'7 modified Coriolis parameter. 
• upward parcel displacement. 
•/ absolute vorticity. 

•/• northward parcel displacement. 
• potential temperature, wave phase. 
A longitude. 
• tracer taking ratio. 

•o basic state density. 
rm, r• mechanical and photochemical damping 

time scales. 

r•, rg advective and wave growth time scales. 
•b latitude. 
X residual mean meridional stream function. 
• angular frequency of Earth's rotation. 
• wave frequency. 
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